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Our Current 
Revenue Loss Dilemma: 
Is Consumer Conservation 
Really the Culprit?

Mary Ann Dickinson

Gulf Coast Water Conservation Symposium

February 19, 2013

One State’s Example

� Gross State Product and 
Population have been 
growing, but water use has 
been declining

� The “new normal” is 
declining demand

� Utilities have not been 
accurately forecasting this 
“new normal”

� Water supplier board 
members hesitant to revise 
revenue collection 
accordingly
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Water Usage in U.S. Cities

Residential water sales (NAWC)
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A Success Story?

� But we don’t like it.

� Lowered demand means reduced revenue 

for the water utility

� Reduced sales revenue can mean not fully 

collecting fixed costs

�Short-run variable costs (water, pumping 

energy, chemicals)

�Long-run capacity costs (supply, 

transmission, storage, treatment)

� Revenue stability becomes an issue

� Reduced demand from:

�efficient fixture replacement  under the 

plumbing and appliance codes

�active conservation programs

� the recession:  industrial shift layoffs, 

home foreclosures

� Reduced peak demand in wet years

� Increased infrastructure costs

� Continuing Inflation

� Rise in fixed costs

What Causes Revenue Loss?
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Trends in consumer prices (CPI) for utilities [1978 to 2009]
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The Problems 

1. The extent of the reduced demand, and 

therefore reduced sales, is catching utilities 

by surprise

2. Water costs are rising faster than for other 

utilities like energy, telephone, and cable, 

so rates are rising

3. The “bundling” of other services into “the 

water bill” makes the rise in the customer 

bill worse in the eyes of the customer

4. The customers understand very little about 

their rates, or bills, or shortages 
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� Outdoor water use is lower

� Water suppliers then complain about not 

selling enough water to meet fixed costs

� The costs avoided by the utility from 

conservation get forgotten in the drive to sell 

excess capacity

� Worse, consumers expect the water bill to go 

down not up when supplies are available

� Revenue structure cannot deal with these 

wide swings

� We need properly designed rate structures to 

stabilize systems

And in Wet Years?

The Political Reality

We don’t like to revise our rates

� It is politically unpopular,  so rates are 

changed as little as possible

� The inevitable inflationary increase is 

postponed until it is a crisis, much less 

increases in other costs

� Conservation is often blamed as the culprit 

– even when the water utility or district is 

doing no active conservation programs at 

all!

� The media feeds the frenzy
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And Conservation?

It should still be a cost reducer to the 
utility

� Every gallon saved is water that does not 

have to be pumped and treated and 

delivered to the customer

� Reduced utility costs generally mean 

reduced rates for the customer on a long-

term basis

� But the effects have to be planned for

� Conservation should not be the scapegoat 

for revenue loss due to other drivers

Systems Are Still Growing

� 2006 EPA Study showed 

that 52.6% of community 

water system capital 

improvement expenditures 

were for expansion, not 

replacement

� Conservation programs 

help with reducing 

expansion costs

� Long-term planning is 

critically important
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Model Navigation Worksheet
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Our First Effort

� Rates and Water Pricing 

Project in the Great Lakes 

Region

� Workshops held in 2010

� Primer published 2011

� Author:  Dr. Janice Beecher, 

Institute for Public Utilities, 

Michigan State University

� Practical advice for water 

board elected officials, 

managers, and consumers

Declining Water Sales Summit

� Held August, 2012

� Hosted by AWE and 

the Johnson 

Foundation at 

Wingspread

� 30 Attendees included 

utility CEO’s and 

finance managers, 

regulators, rates 

experts, economists, 

non-profit advocates
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Summit Discussion Areas

1. How and why are water sales declining?

2. Are water utility revenues falling short of 

revenue requirements?

3. Do water utilities and the conservation 

community have a messaging problem?

4. What methods are available to repair 

revenues and improve fiscal stability?

5. What role do industry standards, practices, 

and policy reforms play?

Address the revenue shortfall

� Rate adjustments

� Improved cost forecasting

� Improved demand forecasting

� Weather normalization

� Cost-adjustment mechanisms

� Cost indexed rates

� Demand-repression adjustment

� Revenue-stable rate design

� Property-based fire-protection charge
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Improvement Recommendations

� Educate the consumer

� Forecast demand to assess water use 

reductions from codes and standards

� Compensate for the uncertainty of future sales 

with a risk compensation mechanism

� Quantify the response of water demand to 

changes in rates and other external factors

� Adjust revenue collection annually

� Account  for the water savings actually 

achieved by conservation programs

� Estimate future cost-effective potential  

AWE Work Products

Already Completed:

� Final Summit Summary

� Framing Paper on Summit Discussion issues

� AWE website resources

To be Completed in 2013:

� Reforming Ratemaking Report

� Consumer Information Campaign
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One Option

� Water budget-based rates are found to be the 
most equitable rate structures

� The revenue requirement based on the budgets, 

not the actual consumption 

� This means predictable, low bills for customers 

that conserve

� Customers exceeding their budget pay more, 

with the penalty revenue used to fund 

conservation programs

� Because the water utility is made whole by 

collecting its needed revenue on the budget 

baselines, it does not lose money when 

customers conserve
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